CARBIDE-TIPPED
PRECISION CIRCULAR SAW BLADES

QUALITY HAS A NAME
WALTER GmbH has been a byword for precision carbide
tipped circular saw blades for over 55 years and mainly
supplies to prestigious original equipment manufacturers
as well as national and international wholesalers. Maximum
flexibility in production and delivery enables WALTER to offer
a wide product spectrum – from a comprehensive standard
product range to customer-specific circular saw blades in
every conceivable design.

ALL FROM ONE HAND
> C
 arbide-tipped circular saw blades –
standard or customer-specific
> Outstanding quality due to state-of-the-art production
and the finest raw materials
> WALTER manufacturers all circular saw blades with
a minimum quantity of 30 pieces per size in diameters
from 80 to 600 mm
> 100% final inspection – both visual and technical

WOOD PROCESSING
The WALTER product range includes solutions for the
processing of solid wood or sheet material. Like our Type 04
blank cutting circular saw blade for ripping and cross-cutting soft and hardwood, our Type 08 multi-tooth table saw
blade for dividing and separating cuts in hard laminated
and decorative sheet materials and fibreboards or our Type
32 contractor‘s circular saw blade for cutting all woodbased materials.

Type 04
Rip saw blade
Alternate top bevel
with chip limiter

Type 08
Multi-tooth table saw blade
Alternate top bevel

Type 32
Contractor‘s
circular saw blade
Trapezoidal

PLASTIC PROCESSING
The WALTER standard product range includes high-quality
circular saw blades that perfectly meet the diverse challenges of plastics and operating conditions. Like our Type 22
special saw blade for plywood, particle boards, chipboard
and fibreboards coated with plastic on both sides.

Type 22
Sizing saw blade
Triple chip

SPECIAL GRIND
FOR TRANSPARENT CUTS

The special WALTER precision circular saw
blades with special grind enable excellent cut
quality when cutting Plexiglas and
aluminium profiles.

ALUMINIUM PROCESSING
The WALTER product range includes optimised solutions for
improved efficiency. Like our Type 38 and Type 40 circular
saw blades for separating non-ferrous metals on machines
with automatic or manual feed systems.

AXIS ANGLE SAW BLADES
Type 38
Non-ferrous metal saw blade
Triple chip

Our special WALTER circular saw blades
with axis angle grinding are especially suitable
for cutting fibreglass-reinforced aluminium and
plastic profiles with co-extruded seals.

Type 40
Non-ferrous metal saw blade
Triple chip

STEEL PROCESSING
The WALTER product range includes solutions for cutting
steel, non-ferrous metals and composite materials. Like our
Type 42 circular saw blade for cutting pipes and profiles
made of unalloyed or low-alloy steel as well as brass, copper
and aluminium.

Type 42
Circular saw blade for steel
Alternate top bevel with chamfer

ONLINE-PRODUCT-FINDER
for our standard circular saw blades
program (Metric + Inch)
www.walter-saegen.de
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